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A rogue grizzly bear has gone on a rampagekilling, among others, the fiancee of Joes

daughter. At the same time, Dallas Cates, who Joe helped lock up years ago, is released

from prison with a list of six names tattooed on his skin. He wants revenge on the

people who sent him away: the people he blames for the deaths of his entire family and

the loss of his reputation and property. Targeted are a judge, the county prosecutor,

his lawyer, a prison guardand both Nate Romanowski and Joe Pickett. Using the grizzly

attacks as cover, Cates devises a method of violence identical to the bear killings and

sets out to methodically check off his list.     

Reviews

Publisher's Weekly:

  Boxs pulse-pounding latest adventure for Wyoming game warden Pickett showcases the

series strengths: high-octane action, intricate plotting, and well-drawn characters

[and] maintains expert suspense throughout, shrewdly exploiting the storys animal and

human killers to set a series of diabolical traps for his hero. Its another high point

in a series full of them.

  The Real Book Spy:

  "Daring, bold, and impossible to put down, Three-Inch Teeth is a masterfully spun

mystery, and C.J. Box proves yet again that nothing is off-limits and nobody is safe as

he dials up a nerve-wracking, heart-thumping final act that leads to his most

jaw-dropping and shocking ending to date."

  Kirkus Reviews:

  "Franchise fans will appreciate new details about Joes complicated family, the

obligatory high-country landscapes, and yet another corrupt law enforcer. A tale thats

hard to believe but easy to swallow in a single gulp.

  Reviewing the Evidence:

  Once you start reading, the suspense and momentum of the events sweep you up and you

cannot put the book down until the very last page.

  The Hard Word:

  "Three-Inch Teeth works as a fine example as an outdoor thriller. It captures the

landscape and personalities that populate it, moves at a cinematic pace, and does some

things you don't expect. Most of all, we follow it all through a man he connect to and

care about."

  Durango Herald:

  Box is a master of creating riveting, well-formed characters and putting them in a

place that is remote, beautiful and sometimes deadly Three-Inch Teeth is an amazing,

thrilling novel teeming with fast-paced action and gut-wrenching tension where things
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are not always what they seem. Twists and turns in this complicated plot will keep

readers on the edge of their seats, unable to put it down.

  Mystery & Suspense Magazine:

  C. J. Box continues to excite readers with unique crime thrillers that are full of

suspense and actionBox is an excellent storyteller who continues to bring suspense

throughout this novel. Those who follow the series will enjoy learning more about Joes

family.
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